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Rec Center floors get costly new coating
ity Denise Reynolds
Daily staff writer

SJSU officials knowingly ordered inadequate coating for the Rec Center’s wooden
floors, and six months later added the extra
coats, according to the contractor hired to surface the floors.
Instead of applying five coats of wax. Student Union Recreation and Events Center officials only ordered three, said Mike Hobert:. one
of the owners of the Sacramento-based Boberg
Floor Company, which did both waxings.
Boberg’s company was then brought hack
to the campus over winter break to apply the additional two coats at a cost of S13,190.
Although Rec Center officials wanted the
extra coats, they lacked adequate funds, according to Student Union Director Ron Barrett.
Initially, Rec Center Manager Cathy Busalacci said that the rewaxing was "standard maintenance work" done six months ahead of schedule.

Trying
to catch
a thief

’The timing was good,’ she said
However. Busalacci later said that she did
not have first-hand knowledge of the details of
the floor coating. Busalacci was hired a year
ago after the negotiations were
held on the
cost of the surfacing, she said.
Rec Center Director Pal Wiley confirmed
Boberg’s statements that the number of onginal
coats was inadequate and two more were
needed.
Winter break presented the ideal time to do
the recoating because "the longer we waited. the
more possibility of damage to the floors," Wiley
said. However, according to Barrett. the extra
coats proved to he "preventative instead of corrective."
The work done on the floors was covered
by Wilds from the original project, Wiley said.
Ni) funds were taken from the operating budget
of the Rec Center, so no student lees were used
to pay for the mowing. he said.
The $13,190 for the additional coats came
from a secondarv budget to pay for post-con-

struction expenses, Barrett said
The floors, which %sere made available to
the public May 8, are scheduled to he mowed
annually.
But Rec Center officials ordered the work
done Jan. 5 through Ill. Barrett said, because use
is much lower when school is not in session.
Neither Wiley nor Barrett could provide
numbers on usage over the break
During the semester, however. more than
,1400 students use the Rec Center each day. Barren said.
The work was done in two parts. Boberg
said. The main arena was resurfaced in October.
prior to the basketball season, followed by the
aerobic room and the basketball and rackethall
courts during the winter break.
Rec Center officials considered bids from
several other floor companies, hut used the Boberg Floor Company because it is well known
and the price was good. Wiley said. Officials
also were concerned about jeopardizing the warranty on the floors by using another company.

Ken Kwok

Athletic budget
faces changes

In the grasp

By Tamara Thompson
Daily stall writer

By Lisa B. Cuellar
Daily stet writer

About half as many people attended
football games at Spartan Stadium this
year as compared to 1987. and the lack
of gate revenues has forced the athletic
department to do some mid-year book
juggling.
This season’s 8,117 average attendance is "the lowest figure that we’ve
had this decade as far as average." said
Lawrence Fan. SJSU director of sports
information. The average attendance for
the decade was 14,859.
The 5209,5130 in ticket revenues
taken in this year fell $108,500 short of
the expected amount, said Mary Zimmerman, assistant athletic director.
The athletic department reviewed its
budget in December and was forced to
make cuts in several areas to make up
the difference.
According to Zimmerman, $14.000
was cut from recruiting, $22.000 from
athletic scholarships. 59.0(X) from team
travel. $3,000 from administrative
travel. $8,000 from student assistants
and $25,000 from miscellaneous
sources.
"We looked at areas that would be
least affected," Zimmerman said.
The scholarship cuts, said Zimmerman, came from "dollars that were not
being used. They were allocated, but for
whatever reason they were sitting in the
budget."
A lack of qualified applicants for certain scholarships allowed those monies
to be utilized. Zimmerman said.
In addition, careful shopping for air
fares and cutting back on advertising
and equipment expenses will help pull
the budget hack in line. Zimmerman
said.
The continuing efforts of the Spartan
Foundation with its fund-raisers will

Prospective thieves may wish to
adopt a healthy sense of paranoia as
they wander the campus in search of
hapless victims. First make sure the
prey aren’t carrying badges.
Officers and cadets of the University
Police Department are undertaking
plainclothes stakeouts and decoy operations at various locations around campus in an effort to prevent property
theft.
The UPD is targeting thefts that involve wallets, purses, backpacks, bicycles and automotive accessories. Losses
from these crimes amounted to tens of
thousands of dollars in 1989, said
Richard A. Staley, public safety information officer for the UPD.
The UPD will be observing a number
of places around campus where these
crimes are most likely to occur. They
will set up bait in these areas and then
watch for crimes they might catch or
"sting" in the act.
"If anyone wanted to commit a crime
of opportunity, we’re going to make
that opportunity open to them," said
Sgt. Bruce Lowe, head of the investigations unit at the UPD.
"We want to make our items a little
more enticing" than those belonging to
students. said Lowe. These items include backpacks, purses, automobile
accessories and bicycles.
Asked whether the operation constituted entrapment, Lowe said. "If
there’s any question . . . we’ll deal
with the D.A.’s office. We intend to
make our presence known to the community.
The first of such undercover observations this semester took place last Friday.

SJSU groups make
presence known

The officers were dressed mostly as
students in jeans, sneakers, sweatshirts,
jackets, and sunglasses. Two officers
were dressed as streetpeople in costumes and makeup provided by the theater department.

Hy Harry Mok
)atly staff writer

"I had no idea what was going to
happen." said Lowe of Friday’s operation. "My ultimate dream would have
been taking somebody to jail from every
team."

Kelley Chinn

Sin) dorm students Peter Xlmittapa tries to
break assay from the grasp id Is sander Lacy as

Daily staff photographer

they played football on a sunny afternoon in
Quirk Nleadow in front of Jot, 11 est Hall.

Sororities start new tradition with formal spring rush
Hy Lisa Billigmeier
Daily staff writer

For the first time in SJSU Greek history, The Panhellenic Council has decided to try something new by holding a
four-day informal/formal spring rush.
"It is the first time that all six houses
are going to rush in the spring.- according to Nada Houston. coordinator of
Greek Affairs for SJSU.
Every fall, all six of the sororities on
campus hold a formal rush with decorations, songs, skits and refreshments to
attract new members.

We’ve done a very
conservative job of
budgeting in
football.’
Mary Zimmerman,
(assistant athletic director

also help. However. Zimmerman acknowledged that income from that
source is 5200,0(K) less than expected so
far this year.
Last year, home game ticket sales
generated more than $370,000 for the
athletic department. This year’s projections were based on that figure, said
Zimmerman.
"We’ve done a very conservative job
of budgeting in football." she added.
Those shortfalls will not be a major
impact to other sports because football
revenues provide only about 4 percent
of the athletic department budget, said
Zimmerman.
On many campuses. football is
known as an umbrella sport, whose revenues are used to fund other school
teams almost exclusively. That is not
the case at SJSU. said Zimmerman.
-The goal in football is for it to at
least pay for itself." Zimmerman said.
But the program didn’t do that this year.
Fan said although the shortfall "puts
some additional pressure on other revenue -producing sports to get the revenue.
to point the finger at football wouldn’t
be fair.’’
Basketball contributes its fair share of
ticket revenues. Gate sales from the
See BUDGET. back page

A.S. fair a success

About 22 people involved with the
operation met for a briefing that morning and then broke into five teams that
observed the garages, libraries, bicycle
racks. and Spartan Bookstore.

Not one person took the bait offered
by the UPD Friday. but Lowe is conSee UM, back page
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Students give the new resurfaced SlIREC floors a workout

In the past, those sororities who have
itot obtained the maximum number of
members prescribed by Panhellenic. the
campus governing board for sororities,
have the option of holding an informal
rush in the spring. During this time, the
rushees are invited into the houses for a
tour and to meet its members.
Beginning Friday., all sororities on
campus will be participating. making it
a "formal" rush. During the four days
of rush, the activities will remain "informal" because unlike the fall rush,
songs and skits will not be performed.
The purpose of rush is to raise the

number of members in certain houses
and in turn increase the number of
members in the peek system on campus.
Houston hopes that this will attract
more national fraternal organizations to
SJSU and eventually build the system
back up to what it was in the past when
Houston was a student at SJSU.
"It went up to 14 sororities, I believe, and maybe 20 fraternities." she
said.
"A lot of girls do not want to go
through rush unless all of the houses are
participating." said Clariss Moulton,

panhellemc rush director. "Besides, I
think that it is healthy for the houses that
don’t usually participate in spring
rush."
Moulton is in charge of organizing
the rush activities, including a rush
booth in front of the student union Monday through Thursday. 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
Karen Simon, 22, a junior majoring
in occupational therapy, said she is
going through rush to meet more people
and to get more involved in campus life.
See RUSH. back page

Letting people know about campus
groups and organizations was the purpose of the Associated Students information fair held this week.
"A lot of people don’t know where
A.S. fees go," said Jim Walters, A.S.
vice president.
The A.S. provides about $600,000 to
university programs and student organizations, according to Walters.
Approximately 50 groups and programs receive money from the AS.,
according to Business Administrator
Jean I knart.
The fair started Monday and ends
today. Tables and a tent are set up on
Seventh Street between the Central
Classroom building and the old cafeteria
from 10 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Twenty groups were scheduled to
participate this week and Walters hopes
to make it an annual event.
"Seventh Street is a great place."
Walters said. "It used to be the heart of
the campus and hopefully we can make
it that again.
"We’re just here to promote the hell
out of ourselves and give people information about the station," KSJS Assistant Music Director Palle Madsen said

Monday.
Frank Roddy, Student Body President of the Moss Landing Marine Laboratory, was selling T-shirts to raise
money.
"A lot of people think the lab was
destroyed," Roddy said.
The Moss Landing facility suffered
$6 million in damage from the Oct. 17
earthquake, according to Roddy.
Roddy said classes have been moved
to SJSU’s Monterey satell late facility.
"We just want to let people know
we’re still around."
Londa Mobley, a peer counselor for
Project PAACE, was trying to get exposure for her organization Monday.
"We just want to let people know
that there is place that is concerned if
they want help or information," she
said. "A lot of people don’t know
PAACE is here.
PAACE (Prevention of Alcohol
Abuse and Chemicals Through Education) is a division of Student Services at
SJSU and promotes responsible decisions about alcohol and drug abuse,
according to a PAACE flyer.
The Frances Gulland Child Development Center. located at the corner of
South 10th Street and Fast San Salvador. offers full day care for children of
SJSU students.
Center Director Frances Roth was at
the fair to let people know.
"We receive funds from the A.S. for
which we are very grateful." Roth said.
"It helps keep c....es low .
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Government
backs down

Picayune (Miss.) Item
on health studies:
We Are gros one, isear. it iidii,jl I CNC:Ill:her% who rush
to gel their latest findings in the headline, for %hawser career of financial benefit that pros ides
only to hase someone else come along and refute their disi,over) with a studs
that produced a different result The public is getting contused
After all the hoopla about oat bran kmenne choksteml.
new research claims it ain’t true Cereal maker. who have
been hyping oat bran products are now accused of misleading
the consumer
To he sure, this hinge of telling processed foods with exaggerated health claims has been way overdone, but let’s not
forget who started the oat bran fad. It wasn’t the cereal maker. It was doctors
The medical community could do a better job of policing
itself on this. Official journals of medicine should demand
more extensive study before publishing headline -grabbing
"findings "

The News -Herald, Panama City, Fla.
on the economy
How are economi, prospects for the 1990s? Even though
the economy is chugging along in its eighth year of expansion. Rep. Lee Hamilton. chairman of the Joint Economic
Committee of Congress. thinks prospects are bleak.
Summarizing his committee’s position, he writes
"While we have been successful in reducing unemployment
without reviving inflation, we have not improved our prospects for long-term growth or spread the benefits of growth
fairly among our citizens."
Say what’? Cutting inflation and putting people to work is
no mean feat. And it’s odd for a member of the House of Representatives, which just voted itself a tax -funded 35 percent
pay raise, lobe worried about spreading "growth fairly."
This hypocritical rhetoric is but a prelude to: "We cannot eliminate the deficit without a moderate tax increase. We
cannot grow out of the deficit."
Spur the economy through a capital -gains tax cut.
A tax cut, not a stifling tax increase, is the ticket to prosperity in the 1990s.
fl
Farmington (N.M.) Daily Times
on drugs
The Bush administration and Colombian leaders are wise
to give little credence to an offer by drug bosses that would,
they say, end the bloody drug war being waged in the Latin
American country.
In recent days. members of the Medellin cartel have said
they want a truce in the drug war that has resulted in the
deaths of at least 209 people since last August. In exchange,
the "extraditables" as they are also known seek complete amnesty.
As the saying goes: If it sounds too good to be true, it
usually is. The drug lords’ offer indeed sounds too good to be
true.
It’s hard to believe they intend to so easily give up the
extremely lucrative drug trade.
To agree to the amnesty &minds wade%) valets in the
face of the direct and indirect victims of their terrorism and
drug dealings.
And should they be granted amnesty, it can almost be
guaranteed the cartel would soon again he dealing drugs with
impunity.

Orange County (Calif.) Register
on the Armenia -Azerbaijan conflict
President George Bush ... has given qualified support to
The Red Army in(the Soviet) invasion (of Azerbaijan).
vaded after two weeks of the majority Azeris, who are Moslems, killing minority Armenians, who are Christians.
But there’s more to this than the Soviets wish us to
know, as has been revealed by Gary Kasparov, the world
chess champion and one of the most independent figures in
the Soviet Union. He is also a native of Baku, the Azerbaijani
city the Red Army just conquered, and the son of a Jewish father and an Armenian mother....
Kasparov also noted that most Armenians had already
been evacuated by the time the Red Army assaulted Baku.
Reports the AP: "Therefore, he said, he believed the military
action was intended to crush the Azerbaijani independence
movement, not stop the killing, as Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev said. ’
What we may have here is a classic Soviet ploy. Stir
things up among minority peoples (the KBG has been there all
along). Then paint the Red Army massacre as a "rescue,"
while getting gullible Western leaders to appr)ve. ...
Bush should reverse himself and call on Moscow to
grant independence to Azerbaijan, Armenia and all other captive nations.
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Maturing city searches for its identity
"Do you know the way to San
Jose?"
Does that sound familiar? I should
hope so.
That song is probably the biggest
claim to fame that San Jose has.
The anonymity of our city is staggering considering that it is the third largest
city in one of the country’s major states.
We’re not talking North Dakota here.
Not many people in other parts of the
country can picture San Jose unless
they’re told that it’s a bit south of San
Francisco, our smaller but more famous
neighbor city.
)gnorance of San Jose is not restricted
id people front other states. FellosuCali..
fornians, from the southern half, are
guilty of this as well. When I moved
into the dorms at California State University, Long Beach, it took me days to
convince my new suite-mates that San
Jose wasn’t a cowtown full of fanners,
pickup trucks and square dances.
Does it sound unbelievable? I’m
sorry to say that it’s true.
Even when they finally said they believed me, there was an unmistakable
look of doubt in their eyes.
How can you blame someone for
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BY STACY C OLSEN
being unfamiliar with our city’? San Jose
has nothing which makes it stand out.
We don’t have a major league football
or baseball team. There is talk in the future of getting an ice hockey team.
That’s great. At least Canadians would
know how to find us.
Where do you take visiting guests?
Raging Waters? The Winchester Mystery House? Valley Fair?
More likely you take them to see the
sights in San Francisco or Santa Cruz.
You could take them to Great America.
Oh, but that’s not in San Jose either.
San Diego has the San Diego Zoo
and Sea World. San Jose has the petting
zoo at Happy Hollow. San Francisco
has Ghinurtelli Square, Union Square
and the Exploratorium. San Jose has
San Pedro Square, Oakridge and the
San JOS.. Historical Museum. Los Angeles has. . .well, Los Angeles has a lot
of things we’re not even close to having.

San Jose does have an international
airport, a university and over 600,000
people; everything necessary to become
a major city. The quality of life for most
of the city’s residents is good. We have
nice schools and parks. There is rarely a
movie in release that isn’t being shown
in one of San Jose’s many theaters. We
have enough malls, restaurants and
nightclubs to satisfy the needs of the
residents. We’re the home of Silicon
Valley, the last word in high-tech computers. Which is a good thing because if
it weren’t for out-of-town business men,
who would stay in the hotels? Certainly
not tourists.
San Jose has just enough to satisfy
the needs of its residents, but nothing to
make it stand out. Redevelopment could
help remedy this, but it may do nothing
more that make the downtown habitable
again. Mayor Tom McEnery says that
San Jose is growing up. If that’s true, it
must be going through the painful adolescent stage. Like any adolescent, San
Jose needs to develop its own unique
"personality traits" to distinguish it
from other cities. Otherwise, 1 fear, it
will spend its adulthood as an old maid.
Stacy C. Olsen is a Daily staff writer

Downtown festivities poorly planned
Lured by advertisements of gala
openings and family events, my family
and I have eagerly headed downtown
for highly-touted celebratory events on
several occasions.
Indeed, the city of San Jose has endeavored dearly to show off its newlydeveloped downtown. But, as an eventgoer, I would have to say (at least on the
celebrations which I’ve attended) that
city party planners have bitten off more
than they can chew.
It all started with the fireworks celebration marking the opening of the transit mall. Leaving our brew with a sitter,
we drove to and parked at the County
offices on Hedding, as recommended
by advertisements.
When we arrived at the pickup area a
couple blocks away, we encountered
people.
Lots of people.
We finally managed to cram into a
rear car of a double -trolley and rode
downtown. We then squeezed through
the crowds lining Second Street and
viewed the spectacular, expensive, tenminute show.
Hoping to get a jump on the crowds,
we rushed back to the nearest light-rail
pick-up. No such luck. It was worse
going back than it was coming in.
I must admit, the show was outrageous, but I’m not SUM it was worth the
headache.
The inability to facilitate large

pear into the undulating sea of
REPORTERS’
humanity) towards the sound of the parade. People were huddled six deep
along the very short stretch on Market
Street which the parade passed.
BY DEBORAH I). KERR
"I have to go to the bathroom!"
crowds must have been an isolated shouts my five-year-old son over the
problem, we said to each other as we drumsand tubas.
talked ourselves into attending the open"Me, too!" yells his cousin (same
ing of the new downtown convention age).
center some time later.
No sweat. We’re right across the
Imagine dragging three children (all street from the Fairmont. We’ll just use
under the age of five) to the "party of the lobby restroom . Apprehended at the
the season with plenty of activities for door by what 1 am sure was an armed
the kids," according to advertisements guerrilla, we are unmercifully sent back
and advances. We are trying to maneu- through the thick crowds to the dark
ver our awkward double-stroller. The ports-putties which seemed like miles
elevator isn’t working. When we do too far.
find one, at the far end of the expansive
After telling the doorman I hope the
hall, we must stand in a long line of kids "do it" on his threshold, I dragtwo
other parents with strollers.
very unhappy boys through the crowds
Upstairs, the crowds and small aisles and waited in line at the daark ports-potmake it almost impossible to maneu- ties.
ver.The lines for the "kids" activities
We mever clod see the parade.
are too long, and there’s no seating
It amazes me that planners and offiavailable for the special event, an an- cials don’t leant from their mistakes. I
imated kid’s show.
wonder if they even know of these defiOur stomachs rambling, we scour the ciencies. 1 have never read or heard any
vendors lining the walls of the great reports to indicate otherwise.
hall, only to find they’re sold out of
Maybe I’m dense. It took me three
food and drinks. The kids are crabby. times around to realize that no matter
We’re tired. We’re out of here!
wat they say, things won’t be any difWe hoped the Christmas Parade kick- ferent.
ing off the annual "Christmas in the
The next time I hear about the downPark" would be better. However, when town "party of the year," I think I’ll
we arrived, we pushed through unre- skip it.
lenting throngs (all the while we worDeborah D. Kerr is a Daily staff
ried one of our little ones would disap- writer.
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Affirmative action necessary
Editor.
The faculties of the San Jose State University Department of Education and the Department of Special Education
in particular, are racially unbalanced.
The Education Department is dominated by whites, to
the exclusion of minorities. In order to remedy past discrimination. I believe the two faculties must be brought into racial
balance. First, by hiring only minorities, and by dismissing

younger faculty members who are white and replacing them
with blacks, Hispanics, Pacific Islanders, Asians, Filipinos,
American Indians and Alaskan natives.
The racial makeup of the faculties should reflect the local
population. Right now, it is seriously out of balance. A stringent and urgent affirmative action program is demanded immediately.
Marla Sanchez Reyna.
Hispanic Alliance
for Affirmative Action

By Anne Dujmovic

president has spoken. A politician has
THE a promise. Now 40,000 Chinese
made
nationals studying in the United States
have George Bush’s word they will not be
sent back to their homeland when their visas
expire.
The House voted to override Bush’s veto
of legislation that would have extended the
students’ visas and allowed them to stay in
this country. The Senate failed to gamer the
two-thirds vote needed to make it law. By
only four votes.
Bush said his promise should be enough
and that it wasn’t necessary to make it law.
But Bash making a promise is as
encouraging as Quayle speaking Latin in
Honduras.
The Bush administration worried how
such legislation would look to Chinese
government officials. They might see it as a
threat to their regime, a support for
democracy.
The Bush administration needs to take a
stand and side with the pro-democracy
students, not their oppressors.
Passing the bill would send a message to
China’s government. A government turning
on its own people, killing its own people is
intolerable.
It seems hypocritical for Bush to support
the Eastern European nations that are
overthrowing totalitarian governments and
their ideals, only to succumb to China because
the administration is afraid to interfere in its
affairs.
Since when has the United States been
reluctant to interfere in a nation’s internal
affairs?
veto
AFTER the House overrode Bush’s
the president rallied for votes, even
calling on former president Richard
Nixon.
Instead of being an issue, the passage or
failure of the legislation was seen as a clash
between the political parties. It wasn’t a
question of human rights, but rather, a
question of party loyalty.
If one was a true Republican, you would
support the president. This seemed to be the
rationale used to persuade the few who were
undecided to vote against the override.
It is disheartening to see our elected
representatives give in to this pressure.
Instead of listening to the constituents, who in
this case remained silent according to Bush supporters, these senators merely acted out of
loyalty.
This is just one example of how a few
people could make a difference.
You are one of those who could.
The legislation failed to pass by four
votes.
Had our representatives heard from the
people, Congress’ override of the veto may
have been successful. Instead of being viewed
asa victory for the president, Bush should
think about how close the vote was.
Anne Diiknovie is the Daily city editor.
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Needed support silenced
Editor,
I remember last fall. Both our community and campus
were reeling from a devastating earthquake. Our football team
was mired in another mediocre season. To say Spartan spirit
was low would have been the ultimate understatement.
In came new head basketball coach Stan Morrison.
Armed with a new arena and hustling players, his program
has captured the attention of the media and the hearts of its
fans.
Morrison initiated a program to encourage student attendance, "Morrison’s taking roll" was the theme. He even approached campus Greeks and asked for their participation.
The new student section was placed, at the request of Morrison, directly behind the opposing team’s bench.
Enthusiasm has swelled to the point that you would figure SJSU was actually a good team. The students cheer incessantly for the Spartans and distract the opposition by making
noise at time outs and free throw attempts.
Morrison should be commended for a job well-done.
And now, unfortunately, a select group of ill-trained, overreacting Staff Pro "security guards" want to quell the optimism the basketball program worked so hard to achieve.
These egomaniacs get some kind of twisted thrill by telling law-abiding fans to "calm down." Imagine this! First, we
have no fans, then we get excited fans and then these guys
want them to be robot attendees. This isn’t a tennis match
where concentration is required, it’s a basketball game where
players thrive on the screams of their own fans.
The final straw came at last Saturday’s game versus
Long Beach State. Near the end of the game, fans were up
applauding the Spartans for their comeback. Staff Pro officials, apparently lacking intestinal fortitude, actually requested a University Police Department officer to go) into the
stands and quiet the fans. When the team needed the crowd
most, why did these obviously ignorant security types try to
sit the fans down?
Why are these men so bent on shutting people up? These
fans are supporting Morrison by showing their enthusiasm
Staff Pro, by trying to quiet the fans, is not. They are proving
to be a serious disservice to the basketball program.
I call on the athletic program to review in earnest their
security program at the Rec Center games. It is pathetic. Motnson wants students to he loud, crazy and law-abiding. Slag
Pro wants robots. If that’s not true, prove it by letting students
show their spirit.
How can SJSU basketball start a tradition when it
being stopped before it’s even started?
zae Shess
Senior
Journalism
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YesterDaily

Registration woes

he tai e PPIti
twit’ ril are not on
campus every day, YesterDaily provides readers Woh a recap of the
previous day’ .1 top stones.
Stephen Campbell, 33. a resident of
Mountain View, filed a lawsuit against
SJSU citing racism. Campbell wants his
degree, an apology and S200,000 in his
law suit against the university wich refused to to credit him with the one unit
he needed for his master’s degree in
Business
SJSU has a new Student Health Services Director Dr Richard Sanchez. a
physician from San Francisco replaced
Dr Stanley Wohl who resigned on August 1 DT Robert Latta was the assistant that served while the university
searched for a new Director.
John Jeffery Bound) was indicted on I 1
charges and pleaded guilty to four
charges involving the smuggling of endangered species He has worked as an
assistant curator at the SJSU Herpetology Museum
The most serious
charges involved smuggling of two
New Mexico ridge nosed rattlesnakes,
protected by the Endangered spieces act
since 1976.

Jim Mohs Daily stuff photographer
Koren 11allace.rIght, shares a laugh with Emil Long lines kept students occupied while signing up
liiruI after waiting In line for an add -drop form. for classes.
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SAL: has added tour new recruits to its
University Police Department force. A
new sergeant and three police officers
were sworn in on Tuesday as part of an
effort to bring the department to full
force, said Richard Staley. public safety
information officer. UPD has received
resignations since January and May of
1989 leaving eight positions open
according to a September report of the
Daily.

I

I

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center)
The deadline is noon.
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event, in
addition to the day of the event. Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
Please fill out only one form for
each event.
No phoned-in items will be accepted.

CLARK LIBRARY TOURS: 11 30 am and
30 p m
OTHER
GAMMA ZETA ALPHA (RAU): Rush 90.
Feb 5-9. all day. Student Union Call 9931228
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:
First meeting, Tuesday Feb 6 3pm SU
Pacheco Room
SJSU HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CLUB: Membership drive kickoff
pizza party. Tuesday, Feb 6. 6 pm Costanoan Room (located in the Student Union)
Call 336-9281 All majors welcome

Watch TV and Earn $15
Single women aged 18-35 needed
for a Stanford University study
evaluating AIDS education videotapes.
Participation takes less than 90 minutes.
Convenient SJSU location.
Call (415) 326-0575 (collect)
to schedule an appointment.

WOMEN’S STUDIES INTERNSHIPS: Get
up to 4 units of credit for woking on women s
issues Call 924-5595
CLARK LIBRARY TOURS: 930 am and
12 30 p m Call 924-2810
SAFER. (Student Affiliation for Emilronmentcl Respect); Meeting. 6 p.m . Dudley Moorhead Hall Room 235A Call 924.
5467
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Coop orientation. 10 am. SU Costanoan
Room; On -campus interview orientation
1230 p.m and 530 pm,S U. Almaden
Room; Career Resource Center tours, 1 30
p m . Building Classroom 13 Call 924-6030

With Macintosh
you can even do this:

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: On.
campus interview orientation, 10 30 pm
and 12 30 pm, SU Costanoan Room. Ca
rear Resource Center tours. 1 30 p m
Building Classroom 13 Call 924-8030

ROOST

UNIVERSITY ROOM

CATERING
S ERVICES

APPLICATIONS

LESBIAN.GAY BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:
Meeting, gay game shows, 4 30 pm to 630
p.m , S U Guadalupe Room Call 236-2002

FRIDAY

THE

ESPRESSO ENCOUNTER
SPARTAN BAKERY
S PARTAN
PUB

EMPLOYMEN

SJSU CYCLING CLUB: Important meeting,
race registration, 8:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan
Room Call 946-3118

SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: International
Folk Dance Class, 8pm to 9pm (teaching), 9 p m to 11 pm (requests). Women s
Gym SPX. Room 89 Call 293-1302

CONNECTION
FOOD SERVICES

SPARTAN SHOPS
FOOD SERVICE
IS NOW
ACCEPTING

THURSDAY

298-0204

- ’

GRILL

elan

CLARK LIBRARY TOURS:12 30 p.m and
2 30 p

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Welcome dinner, 6 pm . Campus Ministry Center (Corner of 10th St and San Carlos) Cali

2-

884’d d’INS

SJSU FANTASY & STRATEGY CLUB:
Open Gaming, 6 pm Costanoan Room (lo
cated in the Student Union) Call 924-7097

E050

DELI

ENTREES AND MORE

SJSU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS: First
weekly meeting of the semester (Spring
Welcome), 12 30 pm,Costanoan Room
(located in the Student Union)

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: First meeting
of the semester, 7 p m Umunhum Room
(located in the Student Union) Call 257-

U NION

STATION
SALAD
ONE SWEET STREET

U NION

DELTA SIGMA PI (co-ed professional
business fraternity): Recruiting new mempets (through Feb. 16), 9 am to 310 pm
First floor of the Business Building(BC 208)

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting.
noon. Campus Christian Center (lower
level)
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: On campus interview orientation, 12 30 p.m
and 330 pm. SU Umunhum Room: Career Resource Center tours, 1.30 p.m .
Building Classroom 13 Call 924-6030

FOOD SERVICES

CAFE
CACTUS
ORIENT EXPRESS

TODAY
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: Spring Rush
through Saturday. Student Union Call 971
6471.

S TUDENT
U NION

Macintosh computers have always
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with
been easy to use. But they’ve never been much more of a computer.
this easy to own.
Without spending a lot more money
Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
’ffirough January 31, yciu can save
hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle
for an ordinary PC. With The

Spartan Bookstore
Computer Department
924-1809

The Macintosh Sale.

FLEXIBLE
<>HOURS <>
<> ON CAMPUS <>
SPARTAN SHOPS
<> DISCOUNTS <>

<>$4.78 - $6.93<>

Now through January 31.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
AT ALL SPARTAN SHOPS FOOD SERVICE REGISTERS.

C
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Basketball team’s loss to Fresno tops streak
It 11 "burr %Lollard
and 1 atom

Jufietrit Huge’s
Daily staff photographer
kenne stung vi us able to light for
the hall against %Sew Mesico State,
below but had to sit down a Mt a
broken nose against Fresno.

I k I- Stit )
I he Snanalls are on an the’ streak, but it’s not J a inning title
I he ST S1 Well’s basketball team lost
its fourth straight guile Monday night as
a 10 I dek ision to Fresno
"
‘slale al Selland Alefla
ls Me leam’s thud game in a live
day (wood. Nil the lust ’,lined on the
mad
The Spartans 11.110 5’. h. missed in
creasing their numbers iii the Big West
win solutiiii it ith losses to New ste,oco
(191-7to Lea
and I A ,ng Beach
Stale I iss xri last Saturday
Vie losses bong Me tipartan’s record
to 5 I oserall and 2 7 in Big West
Conterence play

Fresno raised as Bat West record s,
2-4iand 7 Mover:di
The losing streak manias the begin
mug of the season when the Spanans
dropped their ilea IOW gaine
Against the Bulldog,. 5151 was outgunned from the start and noer hekl a
lead in the contest
"It was easily our worst performance
tit ihe year." Slonnon said
The Spartans shot a horrendous 35
peketo nom the field and were outlet+. guided 39-3 I
Although the Spartans made 19 of
from the kite. Morrisori said Skill’s
biggest shortlall came from the floor
w here they made good on onh 19 of 55
shot attempts, a horrendous 35 percent,
’At Rome you can reach down a
ht.’: Shin ison said.
On the road, he said, it is a more Mt-

fliity staff photographer

Miihael Caulfield

SPARTAN

SPORTS
ficult task, adding that the team was Hat
out exhausted.
At times. the Spartans appeared as it
they could not even buy a basket.
SeLeral miscues, ovenhrown passes
and missed laytips contributed to the
Spartan downfall.
The Spartans were losing .16-25 at the
hall hut pulled to within 46-29 on the
strength ol baskets hy junior guards
Andre Brooks and Troy Batiste and senior center Kenne Young.
SJSU was kept fmni shooting from
the perimeter by the tight Bulldog tie’
tense in the second half
But Fresno went on collecting Spartan fouls and was able to shoot II of 15
from the line while holding the Spartans
to two field goals during a 10-minute
stretch late in the half. Both were three
point shunts by iiimm guard Mike Wasserburger
The Bulldogs were nearly perfect
tnan the line, making good on 21 of 30
attempts for the game.
’San lose State was just awful tonight. I think we were our own biggest
enemy. ’said Morrison.
Morrison said his team was missing
the key ingredient for success: a spark to
win.
-We’ve played Oil so much emotion
(lately) that I don’t know if the well’s
gone dry. I felt that we had no more
than two guys with spark on the floor at
any one tune.’’ Morrison said.
Long Beach State basketball coach
Joe Harrington said different last Saturday.
"This group was tough to heat." he
said after Saturday’s game. "They play
with such enthusiasm. They never
quit."
Batiste’s pump layup with seven seconds remaining tied Saturday’s game at
1(3. Unfortuately, Brooks fouled Long
Beach’s Tyrone Mitchel with four seconds remaining. Mitchel sank both free’
throws for an 85-83 Forty-Niner victory.
New Mexico State coach Neil McCarthy agreed with Harrington on
SJSU’s intensity level and was quick to
praise Morrison on the progress his
meant has made thus far.
SJSU shrank NMSU’s 7440 second
half lead to 77-74, with 2:13 remaining
luring a two-minute span. Batiste contributed seven of those on four freethA%

SJSU hoopsters take two losses
Its Ilk,
r
Daily staff writer
lie Spanalls returned Innn a long
weekend on the road Sunday after hit:nig two of the top -ranked teams in the
sountr.s
Alter losing by 40 points to sisth
tanked I .ong Beach State List Una ’
91-53. the woolen’, I, ,-t ’kap ,
headed into Las \
the tourth ranked
[Nam!, 76.46
’’The teams liad it lot more depth
wen ;fina Krah
hejd
than we
said ’They ;ire a Louple of gtxxl. well established programs :aid they lime a Ito
of talent
The Spartans. 1-x in the conliTet Iee.
toffs were able to score 12 points in the
lipa hall to long Beach’s 51. But the
team performed better in the second
hall. scoring 41 points.
"Our defense wasn’t able to contain
them." said I ira Alexander, "We son
01 let them get running on us and we
weren’t able to tel hack m time ’
"We played a good first
1.NI_S and a good second h...
I lig Beach. we lust ...Amid),
hakes together.- said
ward Hulett Brooks
; road trip
Only eight players mach
dos past weekend due k.mfltUfles
According to Krah. the lack it ti,tt,
tel hurt the Spartan’s chaweekend NI issi ilg were gnat.; ;
Jones. who undensem arthroscopiu
tiers tnn repair an Inntred knee and
ward La Trese Hunter. who was ad
tinned to the hospital a couple to ;
hefore the trip \still an itileetion
Alexander and Kim Skaggs were Iis
to the bright spots for the women during
the weekend Alexander. w ho has heen
in a slump ilue to Wiliness scOred !points and had nine rebounds at I
Reaill She also held one ill the . ;;
players In the country . Pauline Ionian.
to only eight points in the first hall
,
(hi Saturda), the women will
the University of Pacific in a tumid C:
game at the SUREC marking the half
way mark of the season
"The team has played a ha of lough
teams in the first hall of the season, hut
they have Lome ota on the end of the
losing stick." said asstistant coach Kim
Bello eau "I think that now ue have
different attitude and we maim that we
Lan paly with any. of these teams.**
Despite the long weekend and then
current conference ranking ot ninth. the
Spartans are hopeful fur the remainder

’We need to he able to play two
hakes of haskethall instead to one. Our
goal is to he able to play 46 minutes of
ohout a let doSs11, and of
coarse Ii %%at.- AleXailder said
Wc hope Mat we can learn nom our

mistakes made during the first time we
played these teams and hopeful we
won’t make the same mistakes." Krah
said.
"In order for our team to remit
goals. every player needs to perform
the best it their ability," Kral) said.

CAMPUS MINISTRY
SUNDAY SERVICES

rots,. and ii three-point basket Fresh.
man guant Charles Terrell. Young and
Wasserhurger also contnbuted to the
run.
However. three NMS(’ treethntws
ended the Spartans hopes
For Young, Fresno wasn’t an erixiya
tile homecoming ’The senior center is a
mItre of nearby Sladera Althinugh set
eral faintly members were present, he
did not feel any additional pressure to
do well
Young, whim pro% ided a team -high 13
points for the Spartan.., had his nose
broken when he took an elbow from
Fresno’s Bijou Hal) in a "sideline
tussle’’ in the second half
He had a good game on paper with
14 points 14-6 from the liner. three assists and two blocked shots, he didn’t
see it that was .
"Actually. I didn’t have a decent
game because we did lose," said
Young.
"We just didn’t come out with the intensity we needed.’ he added.
Young scored in double figures for
the seventh game in a row.
Batiste. who has led the Spartans this
season with an average of 16.3 points
per gamet20 the last three I, was held to
just 9 points as the Bulldog defense put

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING, PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!
Student groups, Bats, and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT, Group officers
call 1-800-765-8472 Ext. 50.

The grand
highway
is
crowded
w/
lows

searchers

leavers
so
eager to please

forget.
1111 (OS! ViRIIINGS 01

JIM MORRISON
WILDERNESS
Ihi

0

M

NOW IN PAPRIKA

HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!

01(1161 Boots
A Random Haute Company

’ PPP br ,,v1Invouln

!,. I il life i..
.a oh JIM MOITIS011, Hi out the coupon r,
Oroye Books. 0,, 10(W, 28-2, 201 East 50th St., New 1.r.
Please enclose a check or money aide( lot $285 to over postage and handling

0.bjective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
oney: Raise $1,400
cost: Zero Investment

a

Campus organizations, clubs,
feats, sororities call DO= at
(800) 932-0528/1 (800) 950-8472
extension 10

V

I

N

1161

0

0

Students/Faculty/Staff

IBM’ Personal System/2 ’
Promotional Specials

10:45 am Lutheran Worship 1
6:30 pm Catholic Mass
8:00 pm Catholic Mass

Until February 15,1990, you can si ill get pre-configured IBM PS/2- personal computer
packages at special savings! Call your local IBM Education Program Coordinator at
Photo & Sound Company for full details on ordering.
\ llf 0 \\1

300 S. 10th Street

Fixed Disk (order 40,179204)

IBM PS/2 Model 30 286

at the corner of 10th and San Carlos)
Vain

298-0204

on the pressure
Batiste was only Ahmed two points
in the second hall
FSU basketball coach Ron Atlantis
emphasaial that to he susesslul against
the Spartans his team had to stop its
penetration to the basket. particularl
Batiste, atud ti ovens:de for the Spat
tans team WM. Apes,
[hey dud just that
I -St sullered three point losses
(’UP mid Vial) State in their last tun.
Bug West Lontests their largest Bic
75 loss to
Nest deficit was an
l’NI
\like Wassertsurget scored eight
tioints. including two nom outtade itte
paint. to help the Spartan rally
’I don’t know how mum tunes you
can crawl hack into it. how many times
you can pull down and bring it out. ’
said Munrnisurtr

$2,299

I \Ill I<ASI, 3()S113 Fised Disk lifr,it.r lit, I7,i2 lull

IBM PS/2 Model 50Z

$2,799

\ Itt 1< \\l\ ift Fixed Disk liusici

Late Textbooks?

IBM PS/2 Model 55/SX

$3,499
I 3

Depend on Kinko’s.

451ff 0 \ \ I

All’. I :\u u! I

admit’ 4i.

(order M617

70-E61

$4,699

PRINTERS: (with printer cable)
4201/003 Proprinter III
4207/002 Proprinter X24L
4208/002 Proprinter X124E

$399
$549
$669

IBM PS/2 Model

Prolessurs, ti sour textbooks are law. 1.111
contact the publisher and, with permission, reprint Ilk’ lirst
few chapters so your class stays on schedule.

-

.

Assistance In Acquiring Permission lb Reprint
ktst lbrnaround

Professional Hindu ig

Quality Copies

No Cost lb Departmeia

kinkoss.

Manager, IBM Mouse Pad, Diskette Case and Power Strip.

IBM. Personal System /2, P5/2 are registered trademarks of International !Swam Machines

the copy center
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

’sty nary by location

Each configuration includes the IBM P5/2 Enhanced Keyboard, IBM Mouse, the 8513 Color Displa
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Windows (286 or 386), Microsoft Excel Academic Version(except
Model 30 286), MX’ Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager, hDC Windows Color, Matesv, ; ’

295-5511
481 E. San Carlos St.
(Between 10th & 11th)

Pick -Up & Delivery

PHOTO &SOUND
C
0
N1
P
A
N
Y
IBM EPC Representative: Lorne Beach

I‘

(408) 453-6220

ard
Persona
Computer
Deaaer
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Piraro praises Spartan squad, predicts a successful season

hi Handy Robertsiiii
Daily std n Wrier

the Spartans were able to recruit two

All-Aniericans this year,
which further strengthens the program
tumor l_olkge

Alter winning 40 parties tor the
tact
time in 11 years last sea,on. the S.ISI
baseball team is on the %age 1heL1/111mg a national power
’The Spartans are ranked 17th in the

and should help in future polls.
This team may he better than last
sear’s 40-win team, according to Pilaf,’ He said that while the pitching re-

excelknt Lommand of his pitches He
can throw the tasthall, split -linger and
slider tor strikes
"Dave is our ate.
Pingo said
-When he is tin the hill. we feel that we
can heat anyone in the country .
Joining Tellers in the starting rotation

Jell hall, who Is the only new face in
the Spartans infield this year His hitting
and all-around play ha%e Piraro con %laced that he will tit nen in
’Jeff Ball is a tremendous offensise
player.’ said Piraro ’Not only does he
hit for power, hut he hits for average -

co -captain of the team. along with
Booker
Gonzalez’ double -play partner at
shortstop is junior Stese Andenon. Anderson, in his third %won season. If
being challenged by transfer Craig Jacobs.
At first base is senior Owe Fernandez. who Piraro likes as much for his
fielding as for his hitting.
"Onie has made dramatic improvement since his sophomore year.’
said Piraro. "We look at him as a gold glove type first baseman." Fernandez

batted 2/43 last )ear and chose in 19
run,
Adding depth to thc infield is same

Brad Momhinsseg lie can play all infield positions and designated hitter
Despite their hilts tirewasrin ranking.

the Spartans wIll he hard-pressed to win
are left-hander Dunne Rea and nghtirs and he’s a great clutch hitter. Ball is the
the conference Lhartipionship In the
(’hris Martin and Mark Ringkamp lk- gus sou want up there with guys on
same poll that ranked the Spartans 25rh,
iween them. Rea and Martin won 18 base .
two other Big Weal teams (Fresno St
N(’AA berth
games for the Spartans last season
The
other three -fourths of the infield
and Long Beach St.) were ranked ahead
"Our pitching staff is very deep." Ringkamp was a
junior college All- remains intact from last season. Second
of them Two more Big West trams,
said Piraro "We think that anybody we American who
posted a 12-1 record last baseman Mike Gonzalez. who Piram
Fullerton St. and UNIV. were ranked
tine the ball to is capable of keeping us year.
sees as another coach on the field, is a
rust behind SJSU.
in the hallgame
Backing up the starters is a bullpen
The leader of the staff is senior nght- led by transfers Rob Andrakin,
Brian
hander Dave Tellers last season he Liquon and Doug Wells. Wells will
Maguire & Mehallo
be Seven Second Delay
won his first II decisions and tied a the teams closer, according to Piraro.
school record with 12 wins.
Sau reetal6
The top two catchers from last seaNEM, 4er ItCelMat? in A
"To win 12 games is a tremendous son, Kevin Tannahill and John VerUNIVERSITY, Yrt/14" tow
leaf," said Piraro. "You have to have a niest. are gone. They will he replaced
kot, A es" a- srmxt
lot of things go right for you to win 12 by Charles Havel and Man
Brown.
ININK
games.’’
"Tannahill was a key loss," Piraro
nicYLL la
Piraro said that Tellers’ strength is his said. He had a great year ftw us last
YeeJ INT
year. (.329 batting average) He handled
the pitching staff well. The guys had a
lot of respect for him.’’
Havel will start for the Spartans, but
both catchers will see action. Havel gets
the starting nod because he has bener
speed and a better bat, according to Pi ram.
"Both of them are outstanding defensive catchers," Pinup said. "We
Funhouse
Aaron Malchow
don’t lose a step when Man is in there
Anchoring the outfield will be senior
AND THE AIR,CLEAR Ale DAMP, 15 A LAKE
Eric Booker. Last season he batted .297
BOTrom ALLow5i6 11Dll TO VIE /V THE
FATHOM/slit
and stole 10 bases.
"Eric is a key guy this year," said
TIRS ALL THE
AND YOU NEVER
Piraro. "We think he has some of the
DYING LEAVES
SINK,TUST FLOAT
INSIDE YOU.
qualities that Rickey Henderson has
SURFACE TE
He’s capable of leading off a game with
SO,WHEN TNE
a home run or a double. Or, he can walk
RAIN YAW S
DOWN, IT
and steal second."
IS A WAVE
Gregg Mugg, a junior, will stan In
IN Tlf
center field for the Spartans. He re
places Andy Coan, who Piraro said was
one of the best defensive outfielders in
the country last year. Piraro has confidence that Mugg can fill Coan’s shoes.
as well as provide some offense fnint
the lower end of the lineup.
Platoming in right field will be juThe A.S. Program Board Presents:
niors Ken Henderson and Jorge Mora
Piraro also said that senior Greg Borger
son will be ready to step in and fill any
SAN FRANCISCO (API - Former
sacancies in the outfield. Sophomore
Pete D’Errico, who Piraro said is the San Francisco Giants catcher Boh
team’s strongest player, will play out- Brenly is moving from behind the plate
to behind a microphone, trading in the
Daily lile photograph field and designated hitter,
"tools of ignorance" for a three-year
The team’s other All-American juSpartan’s Dave Tellers will pitch for his third season
nior college transfer is third baseman deal as a radio voice for the Chicago
Cubs, a newspaper reported on Tues"ONE OF THE
day.
BEST OF 1989!"
Brenly, 35, will begin his new career
with WON during spring training and
will team with play-by-play announcer
"TWO
your own order! Thank you Also.
plus three yr steno clerical asp
8 3000 00 PM, Campus Christian
Tom Brennaman and former Cub Ron
ANNOUNCEMENTS
good pa114I0m income for the holTyping, 50 wpm Shorthand. 100
Center 10th II San Carlo. For
THUMBS
UP!"
Santos.
idays. Call JANE at 251.5942.
wpm APPLY Clty of San Joe*
BUSINESS CLASS AVAIL Compute
more Info about other activities
"I’m sure I could have gotten into
Personnel Dept. 801 N First .
systems dew fulfills Bp 93 reBUS DRIVER TEACHER for after.
call Father Bob Leger or $NP,
Room 207, San Jose, Ca 95110
quirement. Mission College Great
school child-care program. Hours
good enough shape to make a team in
Judy Ryan at 298-0204
"DAZZLING!
(408)277-4205 E OE
AnwIca Pkwy & 101 Starts Feb
11,30 APA.5 30 PM with benefit.
spring training," Brenly told the San
Professors
EXAM
FILES
from
5,1990.
Call 257-73213 for Information Si.
SPORTING GOODS POSITION needs
HIGH-SPIRITED. HILARIOUS
throughout USA Exam problems
from
telephone
by
Examiner
Francisco
units preferred bul not required
help Flexible hours Call 287.
AND SCORCHINGLY
with professors own detailed soOPEN AUDITIONS. String players
his home in Cincinnati. "But I didn’t
$994
CHILDCARE POSITION AVAILABLE
EROTIC,’
lutions
Available for 6 engineeded - intermediate lo adand
scramble
for
a
team
want
to
have
to
Seeking loving bebysItter to care
Calculus,
neering
courses,
EIT.
$1772 00STENO
CLERK
II
vanced. Reheareole Wednesdays
for my one yr old son in my home
DE. LA, Gen0 Ci-Chern. Physics.
gen.
$215300
rno
(Approx
)
plus
of
basememory
be
my
last
that
have
7 pm, Rowan F7, San Josa City
on Wednesdps from 7.30 AU’
etc 24 different books Pilable 54
package Require.
rou benefit
College,
ball."
2 30 PM to start inunedistely
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs)
high school grad or equiplent
He began his nine-year career with
Must have own Importation
Roberts Bookstore
plus one yr steno clerical exp
AUTOMOTIVE
Non-smoker Salary negotiable
Typing. 50 wpm. Shorthand. 90
the Giants in 1981 and batted .250 with
HAS ROMANCE GONE from your 111e?
’79 FIREBIRD.red Y43, A C. stereo. ex
References required. Call Debbie
wpm Apply City of San Jose PerJan. 31, 1990 Morris Daily Aud. 7 & 10 p.m. $2.00
Now you can find love romance,
90 home runs in 823 games for San
cond. $2200 oft.,. 377-0950
at 25147076
sonnel Dept., 801 N First St
or adventure as easily as picking
Free music give aways. Courtesy of Virgin Records.
Francisco. He started last season with
Room 207, San Jon, Ca 95110
COUNSELOR DIRECT
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
CARE
staff
(408)2774205. E.0 E
the Toronto Blue Jays, but resigned
COMPUTERS
needed at local residential faciliMr six piting messages from
ties tor young adults & adolesquality people, or you con record
with the Giants after Toronto released
STOCK CLERK. 10th ST. PHARMACY.
Phric-amiBOTO
CHANGING WORD PROCSSORS? We
cents with autism & related disayour own message And with our
10th SL A E Sent.. Clara. Mon..
convert from dedicated word prohim in July.
mail
service,
you
don’t
have
bilities FT 8, PT potations swell.
voice
SPIA4IPM,
135.50
hr
Thurs.,
Wed..
Funded by Associated Students. For more into call 924-6261
cessors to pc’s Call us at 213.
Starting
10 1.901 your phone number on an
mains solid, the offense has improved
It is the pitching, though, that will he
counted on to lead the team to an

nation by Sport magazine and 251h in
the country by Collegiate Baseball in
their preseason polls.
Is SJSU really that good’,’
’I think that’s a fair assessment. said Sam Pim’’, the Spartans’ lisunhyear coach. "They. look at your returning players. ’They look at what your
strengths arr, and in our case it is our
pitching. Personally I think we should
have been ranked higher...
Piraro said that the preseason rankings help in recruiting players. Because
SJSU has gotten national recognition.
players are more likely to want to play
here, Piraro said.

Brenly to
Broadcast

Wednesday Night Cinema

"THE SEASON’S SMARTEST
AND FUNNIEST FILM!"

Classified

sex, lies, and videotape

Inv%

306-3620
SIONS

CAMSON

5648 25 hr

CONVER-

INFERNO BBS
ON1. 300 1200 2400 baud. Macln.
lash & IBM libraries. 25 phone
ilms, multi-user chat (408) 395.
3721, 408) 395.5378, (408) 929.
9035. (415) 9644083. (415) 855
8748

FOR SALE
ATTENTION -GOY T HOMES from 51
(U-repair) Delinqueni tax prop
arty Repossessions Call 1.602
838-8885 ext 0144250
HOUSE FOR SALE 1 br 1 be fenced
yd, spa patio palm walnut plum
trees 51509 Call .11.11.1 at 707 994.
5733 Close In campus
SETS" BEDS. NEW’
Twin set $79, full set 589, queen
sel 5139, king set $179 For both
pieces! Bunkbeds M. Day beds
$99 5 pc bedroom sot $199

MATTRESS

Desks $74. dressers 579. chests
546. bed -frames. delivery" (415)
745-0900

GREEK
KRIS S you big BIM’ Whet kind of Bid
takes bath with her clothes on?,
Gotta love those He’s’ Your Lou.
log Roornle..

HELP WANTED
ARE you of model
ASIAN GUYS
quality? Want lo mrn 520 hr?
Wear tee-shins /or Far Fast
Printer Need 10 models Call 435.
0373. Tony
EARN MONEY reading
bookI 132,0000, income poten
Pi Details 1.602.8384885. Cal
06 4250

ATTENTION

ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCEL
LENT PAY. Asernble products al
home Details Ili 902.8384885,
Eel W.4250
jobsyour
area 517,640469.485 Call 1-502.
83841885. eel 84250

ATTENTION-HIRING’ Gloct

AVON.. Buy or sell Call roe today
(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your home or business,
Super spplale for everyone
Shore the book with family. co.
worker, I friends AreCeIOeAP to
SO% off on your own order. Thank
V00 Also, good portrIme Income
for the holiday. Call JANE st 251
5942
AVON.Buy sell Call ma lode). (local
I will send book to
Avon Roo I
your home or business’ Super
specials for everyone Share the
book with tinnily. Coworker.
friends & receive up to 50., off on

Call

(408)

448-3953
EARN

MONEY

TYPING

AT HOME!

532.000 yr income potential De602.838-8085. ex! T.

tells (1)
4250.

EARN 13,00044,000 Searching for
employment that permits working
Hour own hours. but still chalieng.
Ing enough for your plirepreneu.
dal skills? Menage program for

Call 294-901 ask for Richard.

COUNSELORSJOBS!.
SUMMER
Boy. Camp. W Mapischusefts
Girls Camp. Maim Top Salsify.
room, board, laundry, travel al.
lowance Must love kids end have
skill In one 01 168 following actly.
A Crete.
Mar Archery. Arl
Baseball, Basketball, Bicycling,
Drama.
Dance,
CluterleadIng.
Drums. Fencing. Golf, Guitar,
Gymnastics. Hockey. Horseback.
LaCrom, Nature, Nurses
Photography, Piano, Radio. Rocketry. Ropes, Sallbosrding. Sailing,

Fortune 500 Companies Earn $2..
COO to 54.000
0526, eel 3013
act 3013

Call 1.800-932.
1.800.950.8472.

NADU, 5 Glen Lane. Mamaroneck,
(914)
381-5983
N Y
10543
WOMEN. call or wdte CAMP

HANDYMAN UTILITY PERSON, main.
lain general support for medical
lab receiving. ensemble dips.
eambb ransom. products. ifinIto

KELL’
LOOKING FOR A frnternIty. sorority or
student organIndlon that would
Ilk* 10 mike $800-S1.000 for ono
week on.carnpue marketing project Must be organized and hard.
working Call BECKY or MYRA al

(408) 948-1995. Mr Heggern
TYPIST CLERK II (part Time) Salary
$10 14-512 32 hr The City of San
continuing need for
Jose has
Typist Clerks to work on an "as

(800)592.2121

SERVICES
EDITORIAL.

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation. bIllogra.
phic materials, and editing serv
Ices Final draught preparation

(I15)841.5036
CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by imolai.
let Confldentiol Your very own
probe 247.7486. 335 S Baywood

ELECTROLYSIS

Ac., San Jose
REPAIRING.BUYINGTV .stereo
VCR’s, rnicroweveccomputers.20
yrs pp reportable, 298.2721
REPAIRING BUYING TV.s. stereo’s.
OCR. microwaves computers

exper

reasonable. 299’

We’re fest, dependable. grammar
aware, both colhoge grads Spacielty in Science nd all English

TYPING
AA

Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING. Resumes, term

sublects for theses. paper., reports, resumes, etc Free proofing dIalt storsoe 251-0449

papers. theses, letters, etc red
under.grad. Available days.
eves weekends by app Laser
printer Call ANNA --9124992

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
proleselonel word processing
Theses. term papers, group proformets Including
etc All
APA Law printer MY return

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust a pro Report., theses, re-

Trenscription earvices avalleblis
Almaden Brener. ’,ea Phone

sumes
loners. mailings. etc
Spell grammar check Wordproceeing-WordPerfect St. posts.
cript laser printer Close to campus
P U. del
swell
Student
diecounts
EDP Services 2705014 EVELYN
TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES - Need our help,
Quality and accuracy guaranteed

ACADEMIC

B00-950’0172, all 3
flexible hours
UPI drive (from after echool)
Light housework. call 258-8876

MOTHER’S HELPER

4205 F 0 E

FOR RENT. large 2 bdrm 2 Oath remodeled. clean and quiet Secu
rity building. off street parking.
laundry facilities. .Purity entrance. carport, cable hook-up,
780 S 11th St (Or 280) 5725$825 mu Call 288.9157. John or
Martha or please MP complete

PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE in exchange for light housecIpning or
gardening Cloile10 campus. 12th
11. San Antionio
2187

Lis. (4151 335.

PARTTIME RECEPTIONIST position
OHL Airways Courier Express Co
Mns 2.00 pm to 6 00 pm M -F
Come In to complete an splice.
lion 1346 Bordeaux Dr . Sunny.
vale
PERSONA is part of an INT L NET.
WORK with offices worichvide
the Bay Area male looking for
people interested in Sales. Cori
Engr Admin Support k Bilingual
English Japanese poeitions No
Fee PERSONA. 1408 ) 453-0505
CLERK

$2041 00.

12481 00 0,0 (ApPros ) Plus 94n*rout benefit package Requires
high school grad or equIvelent

message
ROOMS FOR RENT ocross /no SJSU
$175
Ire. perking 12900,0
dip Call Curtis et 275-0526. 8PM

4
in
Female
harm 2 bth
POO ’no
only Nice Santa Clara horn. For

BEDROOM

PERSONALS
ADOPTION

NURTURING
COUPLE
wielm to shower newborn ernh
Inc., laughter end oecurity Ee.
pie

Call collect 19161

823.1225
CATHOLIC
MASS

(408)984-5637
Term Papers
Resumes
Theses
Personal Bus
Reports

Prof:Mills
Fast -Expert -Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

WORDPROCESSING OR TYPING in
my horm 1200 per pep Very
proteselonel 370-0802
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Days
$580
$6 80
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$5 30 $6 30
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Each Additional Line Add $1 00
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Print Name

Address

Phone_

City 8 State

Zip

Phone 924-3277

AVAILABLE

more Info call 243.2993

pens.

PROCESSING
fast,
accurate. reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reading Same day service Betty
2474068 Santa Clara

Print Your Ad Here

12 PM
1

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
on Sunday evenings st

pipers

TYPING WORD

LISA’S TYPING 8.
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

Perfect & HPLaser Jetil Consider

Term

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972.1563

student fines Them reports
term papers legal documents
Call (408) 984-5203 today’

and

291-0750

TYPING -- WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

FAST WORD PROCESSING’ 125 wpm
Quality guaranteed Competitive

sentence structure (knowledge.
54 00 Tursbien, APA & Campbell
tonnes) Equipment used Word

lines on one day
t
Minimum three

I

HOUSING

(4081

Timm, etc Law printer Free
grimmer spell punc check Ree
sensible rates. quick turneround

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Apply City of San Jos. Personnel
Dept , 801 N First SI, Room 207
San Jose Ca 95110 (408) 277.

0806

YOUR
WORD PRO.
CESSING end Graphics Pods
Call Kete at Technically Typing

grades? 01 course you are A
neatly typed paper gets higher
grade Errorfree papers impress
profs For this quality, call WRITE.
TYPE -(409)972.0430

CALL MRS MORTON at 268-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers research projects
gladly assist
mums Will
punctuation,

SERVICING

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your

2644504

w grammar

Located in Me
Santa Clara Son Joe* Area

Pie business experience 50410, mar English major
WILLOW
GLEN area

=I =I =II MI MN EMI =I MI NMI =I MII I= MI=1 INN MN IM MINI EMI M

4011M

heels in temporary assignments Requires high school
graduellOn or equivaNnt plus one
yr clerical cap Typing. 50 wpm

MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT CARDS
on your campus Flexible hr.
Earn as much.. SIO hr Only 10
den) position. avellable Call I.

STENO

San Carlo. For more informtIon
about et-livings. call Rev Norb
Firnheber at 298-0204

20 yrs
2721

needed’

MAKE A DIFFERENCE In the Ilfe of a
Volunteer
mentally Ill person
your friendship 3 hours per week
Call 4313.
provided
is
Training

SENIOR

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10.45 AM at
Campus Christian Center, 10th

VEGA. P0 Box 1771. Dusbury.
Me 023321n171034-4536
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 520-560
per hour, part lime A dream come
CMrbrook of California
true
looking for marketing reps Call

Classified

any

Scuba. Soccer, Tenni., Track,
WSI. Weterski. Weights, Wood
MEN, call or write- CAMP WI-

EARN 5125.5600 valr pari.tirne in our
Milpitas office (408) 045-009

M. inventory, mini be able to
drive van Full 8. pt Me. lip hrs
41
benefits .438- 1085.ex t

open line Call (408) 9842523 for
free details Call today’ Someone
Is waiting to meet you’ (408)14151
toll. II
976-2002 II’ only $2

For __

Enclosed is $

? Circle Classification’
IAnnouncements
IAutomotive
Computers
For Sale

Greek

Services

Help Wanted

Stereo
Travel

Housing
Lost 8 Found
Personal

Typing

glom iimmmismommenmemmeem

SEND

CHECK

MONEY

ORDER

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San

Jose. California 95192-0149

Ciassified Desk Located inside WLN

ID?

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

imminumemommumummusumeseense

L

SPARTAN DAILY
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Long summer ahead;
Rainfall below average
1t k
5,11)
,iliinq
ma apprari headed into a fourth consecutive dry sunnier. in which there
could he widespread water short
ages. the
S Bureau 01 Reclamation said Monday
"We thought two and three dry
ears was unusual Well. we’re
going into a 11140111 dry year." Central alley Projekt chiet Donald Puff
said at a news heeling
lii a report tinselled .11 the boding. the bureau said the Central Val.
es Pmect has weathered three dry
sears is ithout substantial Amer supply cutbacks. hut unless there are big
storms in the next few months,
’water supply deficiencies could he
broad in scope
file bureau said that with about
hall the rainy season over, rainfall
and runoff are tar below normal.
Moreover. "Imre runoff will he
affected adversely by the very dry
condition it the watershed fin the

last
parched ground will soak up extra
moisture. according to the report
In addition. the "snossixick is ex
nowt) poor at this time. which un
derscores the dependence this year
on storms set to come." the report
sass
The consenative forecast of 7.6
million acre-feet runoff in the Sacramento Riser tall. Into the "extremely critical year category, officials said
’Even it normal precipitation occurs during the rest of the season, it
cannot currently he expected that the
1990 water sea, will he better than a
Sacramento Riser (runoff) of 12 I
million acre fed, which is a drs
year.’’ the repint says.
The bureau plans to provide its
first formal forecast by Feb. IS.
-De briefing today was the first in
a series planned in various Northern
4’alifOrnia liscations this week.

Budget: Low attendance
causes cuts in athletics
From page I
men’s game againsi the UNLV this
year brought in $10.000 more than
expected. said Zinimerman.
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
called fan support at home games
"inconsistent" and added that the
student interest level reflects the attractiveness of the home schedule.
"We knew the home schedule
was not as attractive this year," said
Hoffman.
"This year we had a bit of a problem because we had two a our
games in late November." agreed
Fan.
That was never so clear as on
Nov. 25 when the Spartans hosted
the University of Nevada at Las
Vegas. A %puree crowd of 3.479 at
tended that day to watch the game
that was played in the rain and mud.
The team’s performance could
also have something to do with

crowd support. "That obviously
plays a factor too," Hoffman said.
In 1986. the Spartans went 10-2
and had an average attendance of
22.521 for four home games.

Reagan ordered to hand over diaries
Pouidcict
entitled
A two ai
WASHINGTON k
ii i_ur came. In M.Indi Reagan de
fudge Tuesday ordered former President
55.1 tens.n
pliSnade the gineln
Reagan to ium over excerpts ot his per
lot kit.. as It. Ideas,. a 54..1/ed
%mat diaries to former national NectIVII%
adviser John N. Poindexter for use in .11111, ’liqsrsucsii thu had Ileell
tot
\ Is
.0111Ia
his Iran -Contra case
said Pi.lIklOaCI MUNI le
U.S. Distnet Judge Harold Greene
ordered Reagan to prodtke entries trout selte 111.11). LIM les ItIviohlni: On I S
tt,IsItillt.e hi air anitk...I.
the ex -president’s diaries for 29 diner .111111,11 \
I ictj .0111,11
\ III Sills
cut dates in 19145 and limn
OW( ..111f.l
Reagan was ordered to gni, Poin
I Ins
tilled dniing .1 ,oligicssiondl
dexter the diary entries by nest Muni
Kaiii I ‘s iislii.ii nil tor the rebels
day.
vi.%einniern
Greene gave the hinter president
nearly a week to produce the material in
l’..111.1CNICI is entitled Ii, the entries
case he decides to assert the doctrine ol
"thes Inas slam what types of
executive pnvilege in an attempt to
aid Pk...Oen’ Peavan ’hought could leavoid surrendering the diaries.

gally he provided for the military or paramilitary operations of the Contras,"
;recur said
Poindexter is charged with conspir.1,) two counts of obstructing Congress
and two counts ill making false
statements in connection with former
White House aide Oliver North’s eiSSISlant.e 10 the Contras and a 19145 shipnient ot Hawk missiles to Iran.
Reagan was ordered to produce diary
entries relating to a -successful" trip
Poindexter took in December 19145 to
Central America.
The entry includes a somewhat ambiguous comment arguably indicating
that the former president knew of Poindexter’s activities on behalf of the Con

iras. Greene sod
Poindexter also is entitled is Rea
gun’s diary entries concerning meetings
with Poindexter and others in December
1985 "to discuss the sales of antis to
Iran.’ said the court ruling
One diary entry- "addresses briefly
the issue of the proceeds from these
sales.’ of ;inns to Iran. it said
None of the diary entries "sheds any
light on the question of what President
Reagan may have known about the diversion" of proceeds to the Contra rebels from the administration’s secret
sale of arms to Iran. the ruling said.
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Stats While -You -Wait
Student Discount

Earn

0\7:

’10 69
Nrie

at

School

orb S2’1NS
011

Signs
Stets
Graphics
Fine Art

See

And Help
Students Earn
1-3

Theirs!

Units of

Credit as a Tutor*
Project Upward Bound

WLC #225
924-2567/924-2570
*Tutor
once

college -bound
weekly!

students
On campus!

When I call Mom,
she either wants
to talk art or football.
I Isually football?’

Rush
From page I
"Joining a sorority will give me a
lot of access to people and future
connections, hopefully for my future
career," Simon said.
The fraternity’s wi11 begin spring
rush on Feb. 3 with house tours of all
13 of the fraternities, each tour last
inc half an hour.
After the initial house tours.
whether or not rushee% return to a
fraternity is entirely up to the individual, according to Chris Carpita.
vice-president of membership for the
Inter-Fraternity Council.
"Many houses offer go-can 1.1l.
int:. movies or food as a center sit ii
traction for the returning guys.
Carpita said.
Carpita expects a lot more rushee,
to participate this year than in last
year’s spring rush.
Carpita strongly encourages the
men who wish to pledge a fraternity
to attend all of the houses. "Nothing
is worse than seeing someone get
into the wrong house after going to
only one or two houses.’’ he said.
Daren McFarland, 20, a junior
majoring in aviation, transferred
from a junior college and is going
through rush so he may get to know
more people on campus, he said.
"I am limited on the amount of
people I know here,- McFarland
said.

Go ahead, call her up and let
her know the score.
A 10-minute coast-to-mast call,
dialed direct anytime, any day with
AT&T, costs less than $3.00! And
with fast connections and immediate aedit for wilong numbeis, how
can you miss?
For more information on
ART Long Distance Service, and
ptuducts like the AR71 Can call
1 800 5257955, Fact. 100.

UPD
From page I
vinced that property theft is still a
problem they simply missed that
day.
In fact. Lowe had two undercover
officers out gathering information
from their observations of campus
life.
"They did their job. They gathered some intelligence -basically in
the area of narcotics," said Lowe.
"In this kind of an operation. we’re
establishing a base pool of information to start working from to direct
our efforts in certain are:.s."
With the recently implemented hi
cycle regulations, the UPD has not
been looked upon in a favorable
light. said Lowe. There are hopes
among the UPD that the campus
community will become aware of the
UPD’s efforts to prevent property
theft with these undercover observations.
To those who are planning to
commit a crime on campus. Lowe
said, "They better think twice if
they see a backpack or a purse unat
tended. They better think twice it
they see a young lady walking alone
in the street in the middle of night.
Maybe it is what it seems to he.
maybe it isn’t ’

*Add applicable taxes and surcharges.

Jacqueline Reinhard -Arizona State University -Class of 1991

AT&T
The right choice.

